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Introduction
The inverse problem of Galois theory, i.e., the construction of extensions
K of a given field k with prescribed Galois group G, is intrinsically connected
with the solution of embedding problems, i.e. with the construction of field
extensions with larger groups if smaller factor groups are already realized
as Galois groups. The inverse problem itself can be seen as the solution of
an embedding problem with trivial factor group. Such embedding problems
are not always solvable, but if they are then usually one has a large variety
of solutions.
If one moves from finite groups to infinite (profinite) groups G, then the
restrictions for the extension K which one has to construct become rather
narrow. But this has the advantage that the set of solutions gets a simpler
structure, sometimes one can hope to get finiteness theorems on the number
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of solutions or even to get a canonical solution. This was first documented
by Iwasawa in his paper [Iw] from 1973 where he constructed Zl -
extensions of number fields where
Zl=
n
Zl nZ
is the projective limit of the cyclic groups of prime power order l n, i.e. the
additive group of l-adic integers. He showed that a number field K has only
finitely many independent Zl -extensionsthe exact number is related to
the Leopoldt conjecture. Iwasawa’s theory of these extensions has had an
important impact on many areas of arithmetic.
In this paper not Iwasawa’s arithmetical theory but the algebraic part of
it is generalized to the next complicated class of groups, the prodihedral
groups whose prominent example is the group
Dl=
n
Dln
the projective limit of the dihedral groups of order 2l n which is related to
the group of l-adic integers by the exact sequence
0  Zl  Dl  Z2Z  0. (V)
We start in Section 1 and Section 2 by generalizing Iwasawa’s approach
to Zl -extensions and defining for each field K the maximal Zl -power
extension. Its Galois group is of the form Zal where a=a(K) is the Iwasawa
number of the field K with respect to l. For finitely generated fields K of
characteristic {l this number is always 1 since one always has the
cyclotomic Zl -extension. It turns out that in prime characteristic this is the
only Zl -extension, so a(K)=1 whereas in characteristic 0 all Zl -extensions
are liftings from Zl -extensions of the maximal algebraic number field which
is contained in the finitely generated field K. In Section 3 we add to this
theory of Zl -extensions a general theory of prodihedral extensions, corre-
sponding to the embedding problem given by (V).
From Section 4 on we restrict our attention to number fields K. After
having related the Iwasawa number a(K) to different conjectures and
recalling some estimates for a(K), we study in Section 5 the variation of
a(K) under change of K. From this we see that for any quadratic extension
K | K0 of number fields where K is not totally real there exists a Dl -
extension of K0 such that K is the fixed field of the procyclic subgroup Zl
of Dl . If Leopoldt’s conjecture is true, there is no such Dl -extension of
K0 when K is totally real. We also determine estimates for the number of
independent such Dl -extensions.
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If K=Q(- &d) is an imaginary quadratic field then there is exactly one
Dl -extension over K | Q which is in a non trivial way related to the ring
class field with conductor 2 over K. In the case l=2 we investigate this
canonical extension of K in Section 6. Especially we ask what is the maximal
abelian subfield (the ‘‘socle’’) of this extension which has the form K(- a)
for some a # Z. If the 2-class number of K is 1 or 2 then we determine a
explicitly as a function of d. For higher 2-class numbers we restrict our
attention to the cases d=p or d=2p with a prime p#1 mod 8. If p#9
mod 16 we can again determine the socle field which in this case depends
on the divisibility of the class number of K by 4 or 8. In the case p#1
mod 16 we only get partial results, not in all cases is the answer determined
by the class number of K. As a consequence of these investigations we
find imaginary quadratic fields K such that the quadratic extension
K(- &1) | K can be embedded into Z2nZ-extensions for all n, but not into
a Z2-extension.
A preliminary version of our results has been announced in the note
[GJ].
1. The Zl -Rank of Abelian Profinite Groups
In this first technical section we develop the notion of the Zl -rank of an
abelian profinite group as the correct version of Iwasawa’s notion of
‘‘essential rank’’ in case of nonnoetherian Zl -modules. The definition is
given in 1.3, the main properties in 1.5, the comparison with Iwasawa’s
notion is done in 1.4. By Pontrjagin duality, notion and properties are first
developed in 1.11.2 for the dual case, i.e. for discrete torsion groups.
1.1. The l-divisible rank of a torsion group. An abelian torsion group A
splits into the direct sum of its l-Sylow subgroups Al
A= 
l prime
Al .
For each prime l one can split off the maximal divisible subgroup Adivl in
Al , which is a direct sum of, say :l , copies of the Pru fer group Ql Zl , and
gets (see e.g. [Fu], Sections 21, 23)
Al=(Ql Zl) : l A$l , (1)
where A$l is a reduced group, i.e. Hom(Ql Zl , A$l)=0. The well defined
cardinal number
:l=:l (A)=dimF l Hom(ZlZ, A
div
l )
we call the l-divisible rank of A.
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1.2. Elementary properties of the l-divisible rank. All groups A, B, C in
this section are abelian torsion groups.
(a) If A is a subgroup of B then :l (A):l (B).
Proof. This follows from Adivl B
div
l . K
(b) For any two groups A and B one has
:l (AB)=:l (A)+:l (B).
Proof. This follows from (AB)divl =Adivl Bdivl . K
(c) If A is a reduced subgroup of B and B is divisible, then :l (B)=
:l (BA).
Proof. First let B=(Ql Zl)r be of finite rank. Then a reduced subgroup
A of B is finite: Otherwise we have an infinite nonstationary sequence anln
in A with an # Zr"lZr. Its numerators contain a convergent subsequence
(ani) i in Z
r
l , say a=limi   ani in Z
r
l "lZ
r
l . Then
{a mod l
n
l n =n # N
generates a subgroup of A, isomorphic to Ql Zl which contradicts the fact
that A is reduced. The finiteness of A now implies that the divisible factor
group BA is divisible of the same rank: BA& (Q l Zl)r.
Now let B=(Ql Zl) : be an arbitrary divisible l-group. Any finite sum
(Ql Zl)n in B has by the first part a finite intersection D with the reduced
group A, such that (Ql Zl)nD& (Q l Zl)n. By the splitting properties of
divisible groups these isomorphisms can be made compatible for growing
n. By taking direct limits it follows that BA&B. K
(c$) If A is a subgroup of B with finite exponent, then :l (B)=:l (BA).
Proof. Let B be a l-group and l nA=0. By (c), the image of Bdiv in BA
is isomorphic to Bdiv. So we are left with the case that B is reduced, and
have to show that BA is reduced too. Now (b+A)=l n } b for b # B gives
a homomorphism : BA  B with reduced kernel. Then any nontrivial
homomorphism .: Ql Zl  BA would induce a nontrivial homomorphism
.$: Ql Zl  B by .$= b .. This shows the claim. K
(d) If
0  A  B  C  0 (2)
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is an exact sequence of torsion groups, then
:l (B):l (A)+:l (C). (3)
Proof. If A is divisible, then the sequence (2) splits and (3) holds with
equality by (b). So we are left with the case that A is reduced. Then the
image of Bdivl in C is by (c) of the form (Ql Zl)
:l (B), so we get :l (C):l (B)
which gives the claim. K
(e) If in the exact sequence (2) the group A has a reduced part with finite
exponent, then equality holds in (3).
Proof. The exact sequence (2) splits over the divisible part of A, so we
are left with a reduced group A. By assumption A has finite exponent. Now
the claim follows from (c$). K
(f) Warning. The l-divisible rank is in general not additive on exact
sequences. A simple example is given by the exact sequence
0 w Ker . w 
n # N
Zl nZ w. Ql Zl w 0
with .(1+l nZ)=1l n. This sequence shows that a divisible group can be the
quotient of a reduced group, so the inequality in (3) can be strict.
1.3. The Zl -rank of an abelian profinite group. We now dualize the
notion introduced in 1.1. Let A be an abelian profinite group. Then A is the
direct product of its pro-l-Sylow subgroups Al :
A= `
l prime
Al .
The Pontrjagin dual
A*=Homcont(A, QZ)
is a discrete torsion group, and
A*=
l
Al* with Al*=Homcont(Al , Q l Zl)
is its decomposition into l-Sylow groups. Then the l-divisible rank of A* is
called the Zl -rank of A:
Zl -rank(A)=Zl -rank(Al)=:l (A*)=:l (Al*).
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Dualizing equation (1) and using Zl* &Ql Zl we get
Al &Z:ll _A$l (4)
with Homcont(A$l , Zl)=0. Here the subgroup A$l of Al is uniquely deter-
mined as the intersection of all kernels of continuous homomorphisms
.: Al  Zl , and is called the Zl -free part of Al . So we can say that the
Zl -rank of an abelian profinite group A is the maximal cardinal number :
such that A has a quotient isomorphic to Z:l .
1.4. Comparing with Iwasawa’s essential rank. If Al is a noetherian Zl -
module, then we have
Al &Znl _F with a finite group F.
In this case the Zl -rank of Al is n and coincides with the notion of essential
rank of Al which was defined by Iwasawa [Iw] in 1973 as
ess.rank Al :=dim Q l (Ql Z l Al).
In general, i.e. without any finiteness condition, one has only the inequality
Zl -rank (Al)ess.rank Al ,
which can be strict, as the example
Al= `
n # N
Zl nZ
shows which has Zl -rank zero by 1.5.c", but infinite essential rank.
1.5. Elementary properties of the Zl -rank. The properties in 1.2 of the
l-divisible rank for discrete torsion groups give by dualization corresponding
properties of the Zl -rank for abelian profinite groups. All groups A, B and
C in this section are multiplicatively written abelian profinite groups.
(a) If A is a factor group of A, then Zl -rank(A )Zl -rank(A).
(b) For abelian profinite groups A, B one has
Zl -rank(A_B)=Zl -rank(A)+Zl -rank(B)
(c") If Fi are finite abelian groups where i runs through some index set
I, then
A=`
i # I
Fi O Zl -rank(A)=0
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Proof. Any continuous homomorphism .: A  Zl vanishes on the
groups Fi , hence by continuity on the whole group A. K
(d) If
1  A  B  C  1 (5)
is an exact sequence of abelian profinite groups, then
Zl -rank(B)Zl -rank(A)+Zl -rank(C) (6)
(e) If the Zl -free part of the group C in (5) is of finite exponent (e.g. if
C is noetherian), then equality holds in (6).
(f) Warning. In contrast to the essential rank, the Zl -rank is in general
not additive on exact sequences (5) of abelian profinite groups, even if A is
noetherian.
This fact is the obstruction for an easy computation of Zl -ranks of
Galois groups over number fields.
2. The Arithmetic Nature of Zl -Extensions
In this section we apply the results of Section 1 to the absolute Galois
group GK of a field K. Let l be a prime number. To each field K belongs
a unique maximal extension K(l) | K whose Galois group is of type Z:l for
a cardinal number :. We call this extension the maximal Zl -power extension
of K and the number :=al (K) the Iwasawa number of K with respect to
the prime number l.
If we restrict the attention to finitely generated fields K, then the
Iwasawa number al (K) is finite and does not seem to depend on the chosen
prime number l as long as l{char K. Using some ramification theory for
discrete valuations and geometric class field theory we will see that in
prime characteristic p the Iwasawa number al (K) is always 1 for l{p and
the unique Zl -extension of K is the cyclotomic one. In contrast, for l=p we
have ap(K)=+0 if K is not finite.
In the more interesting case of finitely generated fields K in characteristic
zero the same arguments show that all Zl -extensions of K come from
Zl -extensions of algebraic number fields which explains the title of this sec-
tion.
2.1. The maximal Zl -power extension of a field. Let l be a prime number
and K be a field. Let K be the separable algebraic closure of K, let
GK=Gal(K | K) be the absolute Galois group of K and GabK =GK G$K
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be the maximal abelian factor group of GK . Applying the results of 1.3,
especially equation (4), to the group A=GabK we get the
Proposition. The group GabK has a maximal factor of type Z
:
l such that
GabK &Z
:
l _H, H= [kernel .; .: G
ab
K  Z l].
This means that the composite of all Zl -extensions1 of the field K is an
abelian extension K (l) with group
Gal(L(l) | K)&Z:l .
Definition. We call K (l) the maximal Zl -power extension of K, and the
exponent
:=al (K)=Zl -rank(GabK )
is called the Iwasawa number of the field K with respect to the prime
number l.
2.2. The case l=p=char K. Let K be a field of characteristic p{0.
By a theorem of Witt ([Wt] 1936; cf. also II.2.2 in [Se1]) the maximal
p-factor group of GK is a free pro-p-group on
:=dimF p K^K, where ^(x)=x
p&x,
generators, so the maximal abelian p-factor group of GK is of the form Z:p ,
i.e. : is the Iwasawa number ap(K).
Since the ArtinSchreier map ^: K+  K+ is an additive homo-
morphism with kernel Fp , for a finite field K we have :=1 which also
follows from GK &Z .
If the field K has a valuation v: K _  1 with a not p-divisible value
group 1 and if we take for each # # 1 with #<0 and #  p1 an element
x# # K with v(x#)=#, then the elements x# are linearly independent in
K^K, as one sees immediately from the ultrametric triangle inequality.
Therefore the existence of such a valuation implies the infinity of the
Iwasawa number ap(K). Especially we have
K finitely generated of characteristic p{0 O ap(K)={1+0
if K is finite
otherwise.
2.3. The cyclotomic Zl -extension. Let
Kl=K( l
n- 1; n # N)
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be the field extension of K generated by all roots of unity of l-power order.
If Kl is an infinite extension of K (which is the case if K is finitely generated
with l{char K), then its Galois group is
Gal(Kl | K)=Zl _F, F&Gal(K( l- 1) | K)
with FF_l for l{2 resp. FZ2Z for l=2. Then the fixed field of the
finite group F is a Zl -extension of K, called the cyclotomic Zl -extension.
This example shows (together with 2.2) that the Iwasawa number for all
finitely generated fields with respect to all prime numbers is 1.
2.4. Ramification in Zl -Extensions. Let L | K be a Zl -extension, let v
be a discrete valuation of K with residue characteristic {l and with a finitely
generated residue field K . Then v is unramified in L | K.
Proof. We denote an extension of v to L again by v. Let Tv be the inertia
group of v in Gal(L | K)=Zl . If v is ramified in L | K, we have Tv {1 and
so Tv&Zl is of finite index in Gal(L | K). Replacing K by the fixed field of
Tv (which is a finite extension of K), we may assume that v is fully ramified
in L | K. We have
Tv=Gal(L | K)=Gal(L | K ),
where L (resp. K ) is the v-completion of L (resp. K). Now if L n /L is the
subextension of degree l n over K and if 6n is a uniformizing element for v
in L n , then we have
6 lnn =? } u with u#1 mod 6n
with a prime element ? # K . Since l is not the residue characteristic, u is by
Hensel’s lemma an l th power in L n , so we can choose the uniformizing
element 6n for v in L n such that
6 lnn =?.
Therefore L n | K is a radical extension. Since it is Galois, L n contains a
primitive l n-th root of the unity, say ‘ln , and since L n | K is fully ramified,
‘l n is contained in the residue field K . This must hold for all n, so K
contains all roots of unity of l-power order, a contradiction to the fact that
K is finitely generated. K
2.5. Geometric Class Field Theory. Let F | K be an algebraic
function field of one variable over a finitely generated field K. Let E | F be
an abelian field extension which is unramified at all valuations of F | K. Let
K$ be the algebraic closure of K in E. Then E | FK$ is a field extension of
finite degree, so E | F is a constant field extension up to a finite step.
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Proof. It is obvious that we only need to prove the theorem after having
done some finite constant field extension of K. Therefore we may assume
that F | K is the function field of a smooth2 curve X over K. Now we can
apply the finiteness theorem of geometric class field theory (see e.g. the
more general Theorem 2 in [Kl]) which gives the statement for the maximal
abelian unramified extension of E (geometrically: the maximal unramified
covering of X). But then the statement is true for every subextension. K
Remark. If F | K is of (conservative) genus zero, then no geometric
class field theory is necessary, since F then has geometrically no unramified
extension, so E | F is itself a constant field extension.
2.6. Theorem. Let K be a finitely generated field of prime characteristic
{l. Then the cyclotomic Zl -extension is the only Zl -extension of K, so
al (K)=1.
Proof. If K is finite, Z is the absolute Galois group of K and the assertion
is obvious. Now by induction on the transcendence degree of K we may
assume K is an algebraic function field of one variable over a field k for
which the theorem is already proved. If L | K is a Zl -extension, then it is
unramified in all valuations of K | k by Proposition 2.4. By Proposition 2.5
this extension has to be up to a finite step constant field extension. Since
Zl has no subgroup of finite order {[0], we get that L | K is a constant
field extension of K | k. Therefore we have a diagram
K www L
} }
k www L0
with a Zl -extension L0 of k. Now the proposition follows by induction. K
2.7. Theorem. Let K be a finitely generated field of characteristic zero.
Let k be the algebraic closure of Q in K, i.e. the set of algebraic numbers in
K. Then the maximal Zl -power-extension of K is the constant field extension
K(l) =Kk(l), especially al (K)=al (k).
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.6 we proceed by induction on the
transcendence degree of K. The case K=k is trivial. So let K be an
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algebraic function field of one variable over K0 where K0 | k satisfies the
statement of the theorem. By Proposition 2.4 the extension K (l) | K is
unramified in all valuations of K | K0 . By Proposition 2.5 we get as above
(since Zal has no finite subgroup {[0]) that the extension K
(l) | K is a
constant field extension, i.e. we have a diagram
K www K(l )
} }
K0 www L0
with a Zl -power-extension L0 of K0 . Obviously we have L0=K (l)0 , and
from the induction hypothesis follows the theorem. K
2.8. Remarks. 1. From 2.7 follows that the Iwasawa number al (K) of
a finitely generated field K is always finite as long as l{char K, since this
is true for algebraic number fields, see [Iw] or 4.3.
2. In Serre’s booklet [Se2, p. 36] on Galois theory one can find the
following exercise: Show that there is no regular extension of Q(T ) with
Galois group isomorphic to Zl . Theorem 2.7 generalizes this exercise.
3. Prodihedral Extensions
In this section we develop a general theory of field extensions with a
dihedral Galois group with special emphasis on the l-adic prodihedral
groups Dl which are the projective limit of the finite dihedral groups Dl n .
The fixed field of the kernel (see 3.1) of a dihedral Galois group is a
quadratic field extension L | K, and the theory of dihedral extensions with
quadratic base L | K is closely related to the Gal(L | K)-module structure
of the Galois group GabL of the maximal abelian extension over L. If one is
interested in Dl -extensions one can restrict the investigation to the maxi-
mal Zl -power extension L(l) of L. The case l{2 can be handled straight
forward whereas the case l=2 gives a more subtle picture.
3.1. Dihedral groups. If A is an additively written abelian group, if _
denotes the inversion a [ &a on A (which is the identity iff A has expo-
nent 2), then the semidirect product
D(A)=A < Z2Z, Z2Z=(_)
is called the dihedral group over A or the dihedral group with kernel A. The
kernel A is the unique abelian subgroup of D(A) of index 2 such that the
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involution of D(A)A operates as a [ &a on A, with one exception: If A
has exponent 2 then D(A) is also abelian of exponent 2 and any subgroup
of index 2 in D(A) can serve as kernel.
Let A be a profinite abelian group. Then D(A) is profinite with A as
open subgroup and the exact sequence
1  A  D(A)  Z2Z  1 (1)
can be viewed as an embedding problem for a given separable quadratic
extension L | K:
GK
(1)*
1 ww A ww D(A) ww Z2Z ww 1
where Z2Z=Gal(L | K) and the problem is: Find a Galois extension
M | L with group A such that M | K is Galois with group D(A). The quadratic
extension L | K is then called the quadratic base of the dihedral extension
M | K.
If we split A into its Sylow subgroups
A= `
l prime
Al
then for the solution of the embedding problem (1)* it is enough to solve
the embedding problems corresponding to the exact sequences
A  Al  D(Al)  Z2Z  1 (1) l
for every prime number l. Therefore in the following A is usually an abelian
pro-l-group.
Examples. If A=ZnZ is a finite cyclic group, then D(ZnZ)=Dn is
the usual dihedral group of order 2n. If
A=Zl= 
n  
Zl nZ
is the additive group of l-adic integers, then
Dl=D(Zl)= 
n  
Dln
is called the l-adic prodihedral group.
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3.2. Dl -Extensions for l{2. Let l be an odd prime number and L | K
be a separable quadratic field extension with Galois group G=Gal(L | K)
=(_). If L(l) is the maximal Zl -power extension of L, then _ operates on
the Galois group
Gal(L(l) | L)=Z:l with :=al (L).
We will denote the Zl[G]-module Z:l by V.
Since l is odd, the module V splits into the direct sum of the two
eigenspaces of _, which are closed subgroups of V:
V=V+V& with {V
+=[{ # V; {_={]
V&=[{ # V; {_=&{]
. (2)
Putting
a+l (L | K)=Zl -rank V
+, a&l (L | K)=Zl -rank V
&
we decompose the Iwasawa number of L into the sum
al (L)=a+l (L | K)+a
&
l (L | K). (3)
If L+ (resp. L&) are the fixed fields of V& (resp. V+) such that
Gal(L+ | L)=VV& &V+, Gal(L& | L)=VV +&V&
then _ operates on Gal(L+ | L) trivially and on Gal(L& | L) by inversion,
and L(l) is the composite L+L& of L+ and L& over L with L+ & L&=L.
L& www L(l)
} }
L www L+
| |
K www K(l)
So we have L+=LK (l), which especially means
a+l (L | K)=al (K).
Moreover L&=: [L | K](l) is the maximal dihedral subextension of
L(l) | K and the composite of all D l -extensions of K with quadratic base
L|K. Therefore we call the number
a&l (L | K) [=al (L)&al (K) if the numbers are finite]
the dihedral Iwasawa number of L | K. It is the maximal number of
independent Dl -extensions with quadratic base L | K.
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Proposition 1. Let l be an odd prime and L | K be a separable quadratic
field extension.
(a) The D l -extensions of K with quadratic base L | K have a composite
L& which complements the field L+=LK (l) in the extension L(l) | L.
Especially we have
al (L)=al (K)+a&l (L | K) with a
&
l (L | K)=Zl -rank Gal(L
& | L).
(b) K has exactly one Dl -extension with quadratic base L | K iff
a&l (L | K)=1, and no such D l -extension iff a
&
l (L | K)=0.
(c) If K is a finitely generated field of prime characteristic {l, then
we have a&l (L | K)=0 for every quadratic extension L | K, so there is no
Dl -extension of K.
(d) If K is a finitely generated field of characteristic p=l and if K is
infinite, then we have a&p (L | K)=+0 for every quadratic extension L | K.
Proof. (a) was shown in the discussion before the proposition. (b)
follows from (a), and (c) follows from al (K)=al (L)=1 by Theorem 2.6.
To prove (d), we remark that the dihedral Iwasawa number in this case is
by 2.2
a&p (L | K)=dimF p L(K+^L).
Now take a discrete valuation v: K  Z which splits into two valuations v1
and v2 of L. For each negative number a prime to p, we choose an element
ya # L with v1( ya)=a and v2( ya)=0. These elements ya are Fp-linearly
independent modulo K+^L, as follows again from the ultrametric triangle
inequality. This gives the claim. K
Proposition 2. Let l be an odd prime and M | K be a Dl r -extension with
quadratic base L | K and r1. If the cyclic extension M | L can be embedded
into a Zl -extension, then the Dlr -extension M | K can be embedded into a
Dl -extension.
Proof. By assumption M is a subfield of L(l). Since the generator _ of
Gal(L | K) operates by &id on Gal(M | L) we see that M is contained in
the part L& of L(l) in the above notation. This implies the claim, since any
homomorphism
Gal(L& | L)=Zbl  Zl
rZ=Gal(M | L)
factors over some homomorphism Zbl  Zl  Zl
rZ. K
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3.3. D2 -Extensions. In the case l=2 the _-structure of the Galois group
Gal(L(2) | L)=Z:2 can be more complicated. We assume that L has a finite
Iwasawa number :=a2(L), so V is a finite dimensional Z2[G]-module.
Now V splits into one- and two-dimensional indecomposable modules
V=PrNsW t (2)’
where P=Z2 has a trivial _-operation, where N=Z2 and _ operates as
multiplication by &1, and where W=Z2e1 Z2 e2 is the two-dimensional
regular representation module on which _ operates via
\0 11 0+ , i.e., e_1=e2 , e_2=e1
The numbers r, s and t in (2)$ can be characterized by
dimF 2 H
1(G, V)=s, dimF 2 H
2(G, V)=r, Z2-rank V=r+s+2t.
Let L+ be as in 3.2 the maximal abelian subextension of L(2) | K, containing
L, i.e. the fixed field of
(1&_) V=(2N)s ((1&_) W) t with (1&_) W=Z2(e1&e2)
using the notation of (2)$. Then Gal(L+ | L) is the maximal factor group
of V, on which _ operates trivially, and since W(1&_) W=Z2 we have
Gal(L+ | L)=Zr2  (Z2Z)
sZt2 .
Since Gal(K(2) | K) is torsion free, we see that
[L+ : K(2)L]=2s
but for the Z2-ranks we have as in 3.2 the relation
a+2 (L | K) :=Z2-rank Gal(L
+ | L)=a2(K)=r+t.
Let L& be as in 3.2 the maximal subextension of L(2) | L on which _
operates as &1, i.e. the fixed field of
(1+_) V=(2P)r ((1+_) W)t with (1+_) W=Z2(e1+e2).
Then L& is the maximal dihedral subextension of L(l) | K with quadratic
base L | K, and we get as above
Gal(L& | L)=(Z2Z)rZs2 Z
t
2 .
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If we again denote by [L | K](2) the composite of all D2-extensions
with quadratic base L | K, we have [L | K](2)L&, but since
Gal([L | K](2) | L) has no torsion, we get
[L& : [L | K](2)]=2r.
The dihedral Iwasawa number for L | K with respect to the prime 2 now
computes as
a&2 (L | K) :=Z2-rank Gal(L
& | L)=Z2-rank Gal([L | K](2) | L)=s+t.
From (1+_) V & (1&_) V=0 we get L(2)=L+ } L& as in 3.2. But in
contrast to 3.2 we have
(1+_) V+(1&_) V=2Pr2N sW to
with Wo=[m1 e1+m2 e2 ; m1 #m2 mod 2] of index 2 in W. So L+ & L& is
not L but an elementary abelian extension of L of degree 2r+s+t. But the
finiteness is enough to conclude
a2(L)=a2(K)+a&2 (L | K). (3)$
Now as in 3.2 we can formulate the essential facts, giving a proof only for
Proposition 2$ which deviates from the case of odd primes.
Proposition 1$. Let L be a separable quadratic field extension of a
finitely generated field K.
(a) The D2 -extensions of K with quadratic base L | K have a
composite [L | K](2) whose composite with the field LK(2) is L(2). The
intersection of these two fields [L | K](2) and LK (2) is a finite elementary
abelian 2-extension of L. Especially we have
a2(L)=a2(K)+a&2 (L | K) with a
&
2 (L | K)=Z2-rank Gal([L | K]
(2) | L).
(b) So K has exactly one D2-extension with quadratic base L | K iff
a&2 (L | K)=1, and no such D2 -extension iff a
&
2 (L | K)=0.
(c) If K is of odd prime characteristic, then we have a&2 (L | K)=0 for
every quadratic extension L | K, so there is no D2 -extension of K.
(d) If K is of characteristic 2 and infinite then a&2 (L | K)=+0 for
every separable quadratic field extension L | K. K
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For the next proposition, the equivalent to Proposition 2, remark that
every dihedral group D2 r with r>1 has a center of order 2, and the corre-
sponding factor group is
D2 r & 1=D2 r Z(D2 r).
Proposition 2$. Let M | K be a D2 r -extension with quadratic base L | K
and r>1. Let M$ | K be the fixed field of the center of Gal(M | K). If the
cyclic extension M | L can be embedded into a Z2 -extension, then the
D2 r & 1 -extension M$ | K can be embedded into a D2 -extension.
Proof. The proof of Proposition 2 has to be varied as follows: By
assumption M is a subfield of L&. Then M$ is a subfield of [L | K](2),
since the center of Gal(M | K) is the only non trivial elementary abelian
subgroup of Gal(M | L). This implies the claim. K
4. The Zl -Rank of Global Galois Groups
A number field K is a finite extension of the field Q of rational numbers,
we denote its degree by
n=[K : Q].
In this chapter we specialize the discussion of Iwasawa numbers to number
fields K, where they were first studied 1973 in [Iw]. Here the Iwasawa
number al (K) is always finite, we recall known estimates and state some
more properties of al (K) than Iwasawa did. For this purpose we develop
the theory of al (K) in a slightly different manner.
We fix once and for all a prime number l and we will write a(K) instead
of al (K). The Iwasawa number a(K) may depend on l, but in many cases
we shall see that it does not. No number field K is known where it really
depends on the choice of l.
4.1. The idele class group. Let PK be the set of finite primes in the
number field K. For each p # PK we denote by vp the corresponding
normalized discrete valuation, by Kp the p-adic completion of K, by
Up =[x # Kp ; vp (x)=0] the compact group of p-adic units. Besides the
finite primes, K has some infinite primes, namely r1=r1(K) real primes and
r2=r2(K) complex primes. They correspond to the embeddings of K into
R resp. C modulo complex conjugation. The decomposition of the real
Minkowski space
KQ R&Rr1_Cr2
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shows r1+2r2=n. We denote the locally compact group of units of the
above algebra by
U K =(KQ R)
_=(R_)r 1_(C_)r2.
The group of ideles of the number field K is given as
IK=U K _{(ap ) # `p # Pk K
_
p ; ap # Up for almost all p= .
The (locally compact) topology on IK is given by the open subgroup of
unit ideles
UK=U K _U
fin
K , where U
fin
K = `
p # P K
Up ,
which carries the product topology. The diagonal embedding K_ /IK
identifies K_ with a discrete subgroup of the idele group IK .
By class field theory, the Galois group GabK of the maximal abelian extension
over K is isomorphic to the profinite completion of the idele class group
IK K_. A subgroup of finite index in IKK _ is the group UKEK where
EK=K_ & UK=[x # K; v p (x)=0 for all p # PK]
is the group of global units of K. The finite factor group is the ideal class
group
Cl(K)=IK (UK K_).
By Dirichlet’s theorem the unit group EK has the structure
EK &+(K)_Zr, r=r1+r2&1, +(K) finite.
The number r=r(K) is called the unit rank of K.
4.2. Profinite completion of the idele class group. As mentioned in 4.1,
class field theory gives an exact sequence
1  UKEK@ GabK  Cl(K)  1, (1)
where UK EK@ is the profinite completion of UK EK .
The group U K has a very simple profinite completion: Under profinite
completion the connected group C_ vanishes and R_ gives, corresponding
to the two connected components, the group Z2Z. So the profinite
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completion of U K is a finite group of order 2
r1 and the profinite completion
of UK turns out to be
U K=(Z2Z)r1_U finK
since U finK is already a profinite abelian group. The group EK , which is a
discrete subgroup of UK , projects injectively into U finK but is no more a
discrete subgroup of U finK . By Chevalley [Ch] the induced (congruence)
topology on the subgroup EK of U finK is exactly the profinite topology on
EK . So the profinite completion of UKEK has a subgroup of index 2r1
isomorphic to U finK E K where E K &+(K)_Z
r is the profinite completion of
the group of global units.
Using the property 1.5.e of Zl -rank the above discussion gives for the
Iwasawa number a(K) of the number field K (with respect to the fixed
prime l ) the equation
a(K)=Zl -rank GabK
=Zl -rank UKEK@
=Zl -rank(U finK E K). (2)
4.3. First estimation of the Iwasawa number. Let p # PK be a prime
above the prime number p, i.e. vp ( p)>0. The group of the p-adic units Up
has the structure (see 4.5)
Up &+(Kp )_Znpp with np =[Kp : Qp], +(Kp ) finite. (3)
From this we see that the pro-l-Sylow subgroup of U finK has the shape
(U finK ) l & `
p | l
Znpl _`
p
+(K p ) l . (3)$
By 1.5.c" and by  p | l[Kp : Ql]=[K : Q] we see from (3)$
Zl -rank(U finK )= :
p | l
np =n. (4)
Since obviously
Zl -rank(E K)=r=r1+r2&1 (5)
we estimate (2), using (4) and (5), by the properties 1.5.a and 1.5.d for the
Zl -rank, and get the fundamental inequality
n&r=r2+1a(K)n (6)
for the Iwasawa number, cf. [Iw], Theorem 2.
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Corollary. (a) The Iwasawa number of a number field is always finite
and 1 (cf. also 2.3).
(b) One has a(Q)=1. The only Zl -extension of Q is the cyclotomic
one, contained in the field generated by the l n-th roots of unity for all n # N.
(c) If K | Q is an imaginary quadratic number field, i.e. n=2, r2=1,
one has a(K)=2. K
Remark. The cases (b) and (c) of the corollary are the only ones where
r=0, i.e. where the two bounds of (6) coincide.
4.4. A formula for the Iwasawa number. We decompose the group of
finite unit ideles corresponding to the prime number l into
U finK =UK, l _U
=
K, l with UK, l= `
p | l
Up , U =K, l= `
p |% l
Up .
The Zl -rank is additive on the exact sequence
1  U =K, l  U
fin
K  UK, l  1
not only since it splits but also because of Lemma 1.5.e. The last reason
(UK, l is noetherian) also applies to the corresponding exact sequence
modulo EK , i.e. to
1  U =K, l D  U
fin
K E K  UK, l EK  1, (7)
where D=E K & U =K, l and EK is the closure of EK in the group UK, l . The
topology on UK, l is given by the congruence subgroups
UK, l (l m) :=[x # UK, l ; x#1 mod l m].
So UK, l induces on EK the congruence topology with respect to powers of
l, given by the subgroups
EK (l m) :=[x # EK ; x#1 mod l m]=EK & UK, l (l m).
Then we have for the topological closure of EK in the profinite group UK, l
EK= 
m  
EK EK (l m).
As in 4.3 we see Zl -rank(U =K, l)=0 as a consequence of (3) and 1.5.c", and
by 1.5.a the same holds for U =K, l D. Corresponding to (4) we have
Zl -rank(UK, l)=n. (4)$
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So from (2) and (7) we get, using Zl -rank(U =K, l D)=0, the formula
a(K)=Zl -rank(UK, l EK)=n&Zl -rank(EK). (8)
Since EK has a subgroup of finite index which is generated by r elements,
we have
0Zl -rank(EK)r. (9)
So (6) follows again from (8) and (9).
The problem of determining the Iwasawa number a(K) is by (8) reduced
to the computation of Zl -rank(EK). For this one has to study the embed-
ding EK /UK, l . By (3) we have
UK, l &Znl _`
p | l
+(K p ). (10)
If u1 , ..., ur is a system of r independent units in EK , then the Zl -rank of
EK is the maximal number of Zl -independent images of the u\ in the
Zl -module (10).
4.5. The l-adic logarithm. Let p be a prime divisor of l and let op be the
ring of integers in the local field Kp . The isomorphism (3) can be made
explicit using the l-adic logarithm which is on principal units defined by the
usual series
log x=& :

k=1
(1&x)k
k
(x#1 mod p).
More precisely let l be the ideal of oK generated by l, if l{2, and by 4, if
l=2. Then the logarithm gives a local topological isomorphism
log : Up (l)=1+lp  lp with log (x } y)=log (x)+log ( y), (11)
where lp=lopand the inverse is given by the exponential series, which
converges on lp. Moreover this isomorphism is compatible with embeddings
of local fields since the coefficients of the logarithm series are rational
numbers. If p runs over the prime divisors of l, we get the isomorphism
1
l
} log : UK, l (l)=`
p | l
Up (l) w
& `
p | l
op&Znl
(with 1l replaced by 14 if l=2), which makes (10) explicit and shows that
the congruence subgroup UK, l (l) is torsionfree.
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Let I=[_1 , ..., _n] be the set of embeddings of K into Cl , the completion
of the algebraic closure of Ql . Then the embedding of K into the l-adic
Minkowski space has the form
@: K/KQ Ql= `
p | p
Kp /KQ Cl=Cnl
(12)
@(x)=(_&x)&=1 } } } n .
Combining (11) and (12) we get an injective map
l: 1+l  Cnl , l (x)=(log _&x)&=1 } } } n ,
which satisfies the functional equation
l (x } y)=l (x)+l ( y).
So l converts the multiplicative group EK (l)&Zr into an additive
subgroup of Cnl such that EK (l)&Zl } l (EK (l)).
If u1 , ..., ur is a system of independent units in EK (l), then the vectors
l (u1), ..., l (ur) are linearly independent over Q and we have
Zl -rank(EK)=Zl -rank of (l (u1), ..., l (ur)).
A theorem of Brumer [Br, Theorem 1] from 1967, an l-adic analogue of a
result of Baker, says that the vectors l (u1), ..., l (ur) are indeed linearly
independent over the algebraic closure Q of Q in Cl .
Another transcendental approach by Waldschmidt from 1981 shows
Proposition [Wa, Cor. 2.2.p]. If u1 , ..., um are independent units in
EK (l), then
Zl -rank of (l (u1), ..., l (um))
m
2
.
For m=r this estimate improves Iwasawa’s fundamental inequality (6) to
n&ra(K)n&
r
2
. (6)$
Corollary. The equation a(K)=n&r=1+r2 not only holds in the
case r=0 (see Corollary in 4.3), but also for r=1, i.e. for real quadratic
number fields, for cubic not totally real number fields and for totally
imaginary number fields of degree 4.
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4.6. Leopoldt’s conjecture. From what is said before, the following
lemma is evident:
Lemma. Let K be a number field with r1 real and r2 complex places, so
of unit rank r=r1+r2&1. Let l be a fixed prime. Then the following
statements are equivalent:
1. The Iwasawa number a(K) with respect to l takes the minimal value
allowed by (6), i.e.
a(K)=1+r2 .
2. The Zl -rank of EK takes the maximal value allowed by (9), i.e.
Zl -rank(EK)=r.
3. If u1 , ..., ur are independent units in EK (l), then the l-adic loga-
rithmic vectors l (u1), ..., l (ur) are Ql -linearly (or equivalently: Cl -linearly)
independent.
4. The topology, induced on the torsion free part of EK by the con-
gruence subgroups EK (l m), is the same as the pro-l-adic topology, induced by
the subgroups E lmK .
5. For each positive integer a there is a positive integer m such that
EK (l m)(EK) l
a
.
Leopoldt [Le] conjectured in 1962 for a totally real field K (i.e. r2=0)
that these properties hold for each l. For a totally real field K this conjecture
means a(K)=1, i.e. the cyclotomic Zl -extension is the only Zl -extension of
K. Usually one calls any statement equivalent to the statements of the
above lemma, the Leopoldt conjecture for the prime l and the number field
K. We abbreviate such a statement as LC(l, K).
From the lemma follows immediately: If LC(l, K) holds for a number
field K, then LC(l, K0) holds for any subfield K0 of K.
Moreover LC(l, K) holds, as Brumer showed, for any l and any field K,
which is abelian over Q or over an imaginary quadratic number field, see
Proposition 3 in 5.3.
5. Variation of the Iwasawa Number under Field Extension
5.1. Extensions of number fields. Let L | K be a finite algebraic extension
of number fields with [L : K]=d>1 and [K : Q]=n. Let NL | K be the
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norm of this extension; it operates on UK as u [ ud. The embedding UK, l /
UL, l , given by diagonal embeddings Up /> Up$ , where p$ runs over the
prime divisors of p in L, is quasisplit: Let
U oL, l :=kernel(NL | K : UL, l  UK, l).
Then
UoL, l & UK, l=[u # UK, l ; u
d=1]
is finite and
UoL, l } UK, l $(UL, l)d
since
w # UL, l O NL | K (w)=u # UK, l
O NL | K (wd)=NL | K (u)
O wd=u } v with v # U oL, l .
Therefore UK, l (l)_U oL, l is a subgroup of finite index in UL, l . Especially
one has
Zl -rank(U oL, l)=(d&1) n.
This topological splitting is compatible with the embedding of the global
unit groups: If we let
E oL=EL & U
o
L, l
be the global units of relative norm 1, then EK (l)_E oL is a subgroup of
finite index in EL . From this we see the fundamental fact
Zl -rank(EL)=Z l -rank(EK)+Zl -rank(E oL),
which induces for the Iwasawa numbers the equation
a(L)=a(K)+Zl -rank(U oL, l E
o
L)=a(K)+(d&1) n&Zl -rank(E
o
L). (1)
To exploit formula (1) we have to introduce a notation: A complex prime
of K splits into d complex primes in L and a real prime of K splits into d1
real and d2 complex primes in L with d=d1+2d2 . The sum of all these
numbers d2 of ramified infinite primes let us call the real defect $(L | K) of
the extension L | K, so
$(L | K)=number of complex primes of L with real restriction on K.
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Then we have
r1(L)=d } r1(K)&2$(L | K) and r2(L)=d } r2(K)+$(L | K).
By Dirichlet’s unit theorem this gives
r(L)&r(K)=r1(L)&r1(K)+r2(L)&r2(K)
=(d&1)(r1(K)+r2(K))&$(L | K).
This number is exactly rk(E oL), so we get
Zl -rank(E oL)(d&1)(r1(K)+r2(K))&$(L | K).
From (1) and n=r1(K)+2r2(K) follows
a(L)a(K)+(d&1) r2(K)+$(L | K) (2)
and equality holds if the Leopoldt conjecture LC(l, L) is true.
Proposition 1. If L | K is an extension of number fields of degree d>1
and if L is not totally real then a(L)>a(K).
Proof. If K is not totally real, we have r2(K)1, so from (2) follows
a(L)a(K)+(d&1)>a(K).
If K but not L is totally real, then we have $(L | K)>0 and from (2) again
follows a(L)>a(K). K
On the other hand, from Waldschmidt’s proposition in 4.5 we deduce
Zl -rank(E oL)
1
2 rk(E
o
L)=
1
2 (r(L)&r(K))
and get from (1)
Proposition 2. If L | K is an extension of number fields of degree d and
[K : Q]=n, then
a(L)a(K)+n(d&1)& 12 (r(L)&r(K))
Corollary. Let L | K be a quadratic extension of number fields such
that L is not totally real.
(a) Then the dihedral Iwasawa number is positive, so there are
Dl -extensions of K with quadratic base L | K.
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(b) More precisely, one has from (2)
a&(L | K)r2(K)+$(L | K), (2a)
where $(L | K) is the number of complex primes of L with real restriction to
K, i.e. the number of ramified infinite primes in L | K. Conversely from
Proposition 2 one has
a&(L | K) 12 (r1(K)+3r2(K)+$(L | K)). (2b)
So if K is totally real and L totally imaginary, i.e. if L | K is a CM-field, we
have
a&(L | K)=n=[K : Q].
(c) If the Leopoldt conjecture LC(l, L) is true, equality holds in (2a).
(d) There is only one Dl -extension of K with quadratic base L | K iff
a&(L | K)=1. By (2a) this can only be the case in the following two situations,
and if LC(l, L) is true, it will also be the case in these situations:
(i) r2=0, $(L | K)=1: K is a totally real field and exactly one real
prime of K becomes complex in L.
(ii) r2=1, $(L | K)=0: K has exactly one complex prime and all
real primes of K remain real in L. K
5.2. Galois extensions. Let L | K be a Galois extension of number fields
of degree d with group G=Gal(L | K). The G-structure of the splitting
EK (l)_E oL in 5.1 can be explained as follows:
Let p0 , ..., pr be the infinite primes of K, let p$0 , ..., p$r be extensions of
these primes to L, and let (_i) for i=0, ..., r be the decomposition group
of p$i , so
_i={an involution1
if pi real and p$i complex
else.
By a theorem of MinkowskiHerbrand (for a simple proof see [Ar]) one
can construct a set of units
w0 , ..., wr # EL
in L with the following properties:
NL | K (wi)= `
_ # G
_(wi)=1 and _i (wi)=wi
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and these are the only relations of the wi in the G-module ELEK . So if
u1 , ..., ur is a fundamental system of units in K then the system
(u\)\=1 } } } r , (_wi) i=0 } } } r; 1{_ # G(_ i)
is a fundamental system of units in L. This shows that the considerations
in 5.1 are compatible with the Galois action, taking
E oL=(_wi ; 0ir, _ # G).
If $0 is the number of real primes in K which become complex in L,
then the real defect in the Galois case (which can only occur for an even
degree d ) is
$(L | K)=
d
2
} $0 . (3)
Therefore we can sharpen Proposition 1 in the Galois case to
Proposition 1$. If L | K is a Galois extension of number fields of degree
d and if L is not totally real, then one has
a(L)a(K)+min \d2 , d&1+ .
Proof. This follows as Proposition 1 from the inequality (2), using
now (3). K
5.3. Abelian extensions. If G=Gal(L | K) is abelian one can say more,
using an idea of Ax ([Ax]): Let w0 be one of the basic units in E oL .
1. Case. Assume first _0=1, i.e. p0 has d prolongations to L. Then we
look at the image of the G-module E0=(_w0 ; _ # G) with w0 as in 5.2
under the logarithmic map l: E0  Cndl . The group G operates by permutation
of coordinates on the product Cndl , and l is an G-equivariant map. The
G-relation module of l (w0) is
I :={ :_ # G c__ # CL[G]; :_ # G c_l (_w0)=0= .
Obviously I is a left ideal in the group ring Cl[G] and by construction
I & Q[G]=Q } :
_ # G
_
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since NL | K (w0)=1 is the only relation of w0 in the G-module ELEK . By
the theorem of Brumer, mentioned at the end of 4.5, one has
I1=I & Q [G]=Q } :
_ # G
_.
Now if G is abelian, Q [G] is a direct product of copies of Q , the ideals of
Q [G] are the product of some of these factors. The same holds for Cl[G]
and therefore we have
I=Cl } I1 ,
which shows that I=Cl } _ # G _. This implies the Zl -linear independence
of l (_w0) for 1{_ # G, so
Zl (rank(E oL)d&1. (4)
2. Case. If K is totally real and L is totally imaginary, we have to deal
with an involution _0 {1 and get for the G-relation module of l (w0)
I= :_ # G _, _0&1 .
So we have dimC l Cl[G] } l (w0)=d2&1 and instead of (4) we get
Zl -rank(E oL)
d
2
&1. (4)$
If K=Q or K an imaginary quadratic field, then the estimates (4) and (4)$
are indeed equalities, and introducing them into (1) gives
Proposition 3 [Br 1967]. If the number field K is abelian over Q
or over an imaginary quadratic field, then LC(l, K) holds for all prime
numbers l.
In general we get from (4), (4)$ and (1)
Proposition 3$. If L | K is an abelian extension of degree d and
n=[K : Q] and if at least one infinite prime of K splits completely in L | K,
then
a(L)a(K)+(d&1)(n&1).
Often Proposition 2 gives the better estimate, the special case d=2 is
already contained in the corollary in 5.1.
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6. The Socle of D2 -Extension for Imaginary
Quadratic Number Fields
6.1. Definition of Socle and Layers. Let M | Ko be a D2-extension.
The fixed field K of the index 2 subgroup Z2 in D2=Gal(M | Ko) we called
in 3.1 the quadratic base of M | Ko . The fixed field S=Soc M of the
Frattini subgroup D$2=(D2)
2 of D2 we call the socle of M | Ko . Then
Gal(S | Ko)=D2 is the Kleinian four group and S | Ko is the maximal
abelian subextension of the D2-extension M | Ko .
More general we call the fixed field of the subgroup 2rZ2 of index 2
r+1
in D2 the rth layer of the D2-extension M | Ko . So the quadratic base is the
zeroth layer and the socle is the first layer.
6.2. The D2 -extension associated to an imaginary quadratic number field.
Let d be a squarefree natural number and let K=Q(- &d) be the corre-
sponding imaginary quadratic number field. Since the Leopoldt conjecture
is trivially true for K, from Corollary 5.1.d.i it follows that there is exactly
one D2 -extension of Q with quadratic base K | Q. We denote this unique
extension associated to K by MK or M&d .
Problem. What can be said about this unique extension MK ?
Especially, what is the socle Soc MK of MK | Q, i.e. what other square roots
of rational numbers enter into MK?
From Proposition 2.4 or from the equation (2) below in 6.4 we see the
Lemma. In the unique D2-extension MK | K of an imaginary quadratic
number field K only the primes above 2 can ramify.
Corollary 1. If K=Q(- &d) then the socle Soc M&d has the form
Q(- &d, - a) where a is a divisor of 2d. This leaves only finitely many
possibilities for a.
Corollary 2. Let K=Q(- &d) be an imaginary quadratic number
field where at most one odd prime p ramifies, so d=1, 2, p or 2p. Then the
socle Soc M&d of M&d is generated by K and a quadratic subfield of the
eighth cyclotomic field, i.e. Soc M&d is generated over K by - &1 or - 2 or
- &2.
We will see in this section that the determination of the correct square
root generating the socle Soc MK will lead to substantial problems in
certain cases.
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Example. The socle of MK for the two fields K=Q(- &1) and K=
Q(- &2) is the same, namely the eighth cyclotomic field: Soc M&1=
Soc M&2=Q(- &1, - 2).
6.3. D4 -embeddings. The socle of a D2 -extension is a D2-extension
which can especially be embedded into a D2n -extension for any natural
number n>1. Already using the case n=2 can answer the question about
the socle of MK for certain imaginary quadratic number fields K. For this
embedding problem the following criterion is elementary and well known:
Criterion. Let k be a field of characteristic {2 and let k2=k(- a, - b)
be a biquadratic extension of k. Then k2 | k can be embedded into a
D4 -extension k3 | k such that k3 | k(- ab) is cyclic iff the quaternion
algebra (a, b)2 splits, i.e. iff the quadratic form x2&ay2&bz2 is isotropic.
From this criterion one can determine the socle of fields of the type
Q(- &d) with d=p, 2p, pq in many (but not all) cases by easy calculation
which we will do in the following three propositions. We use the determina-
tion also to construct a Galois extension of Q with group (D2)
+0 .
Proposition 1. Let p#3 mod 8 and q#5 mod 8 be prime numbers such
that p is a quadratic residue modulo q. Then the socle of K=Q(- &pq) is
Soc M&pq=Q(- &p, - q).
Proof. The socle of MK has the shape K(- a) with a | 2pq and a{&pq
by the lemma in 6.2. By the criterion we have
1=(a, &apq)2=(a, p)2 (a, q)2 .
On the other hand we have from the hypothesis
1=( p, q)2=(q, q)2=(&1, q)2
and
( p, p)2=(&1, p)2=(2, p)2
is ramified in 2 and p, and (2, q)2 is ramified in 2 and q. From these equations
only the cases a=&p or a=q are left. K
Corollary. The field Q (and so any algebraic number field) has an
infinite Galois extension with group (D2)+0 .
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Proof. By Dirichlet’s theorem about the existence of prime numbers in
arithmetic progressions we find inductively an infinite series ( pn , qn) of
different prime numbers in pairs with
pn #3 mod 8, qn #5 mod 8, \pnqn+=1.
Then the above proposition shows that the D2-extensions with quadratic
base Q(- &pn , qn) | Q have linearly disjoint socles. So they are linearly
disjoint over Q. Their composite gives the infinite Galois extension we look
for. K
Proposition 2. Let p be an odd prime with p1 mod 8, let K=
Q(- &p). Then the socle of MK is determined as
Q(- &p, - &2) if p#3 mod 8
Soc(M&p)={Q(- &p, - &1) if p#5 mod 8.Q(- &p, - 2) if p#7 mod 8
Proof. Corollary 2 in 6.2 says that Soc(M&p)=K(- a) with a=&1 or
a=\2. The above criterion says
1=(a, &ap)2=(a, p)2=\ap+ .
For p#3, 5, 7 mod 8 exactly one solution for a is possible, as given. K
But in the case p#1 mod 8 we always have in this proof (a, p)2=1, so
for all three possibilities of a the extension K(- a) | Q can be embedded
into a D4-extension, so the above criterion does not suffice to determine
the socle.
The same computation which gives Proposition 2 also gives the following.
Proposition 2$. Let p be an odd prime with p1 mod 8, let
K=Q(- &2p). Then the socle of MK is determined as
Q(- &2p, - &2) if p#3 mod 8
Soc(M&2p)={Q(- &2p, - &1) if p#5 mod 8.Q(- &2p, - 2) if p#7 mod 8
A similar easy computation can be done for certain imaginary quadratric
fields of the type we considered in Proposition 1:
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Proposition 3. Let p and q be two primes with p#1 mod 4 and q#3
mod 4 such that p is a quadratic nonresidue modulo q. Then the socle of the
field K=Q(- &pq) is determined as follows: If p#1 mod 8, one has
Soc(M&pq)={Q(- &pq, - &2)Q(- &pq, - 2)
if q#3 mod 8
if q#7 mod 8.
If p#5 mod 8, one has
Soc(M&pq)={Q(- &pq, - 2p)Q(- &pq, - &2p)
if q#3 mod 8
if q#7 mod 8.
6.4. General Analysis of the Problem. A general investigation of the
D2 -extension of an imaginary quadratic field extension K | Q has to start
with the exact sequence (1) in 4.2 from class field theory. In our case the
unit group EK is finite, usually EK=[\1], hence the exact sequence (1)
from 4.2 becomes
1  U finK EK  G
ab
K  Cl(K)  1. (1)
The generator _ of Gal(K | Q) operates on (1), on the class group Cl(K)
it operates by inversion since Q has class number 1.
Restriction to the pro-2-part, which we denote by a lower index 2, gives
by (3)$ in 4.3
1  (F_UK, 2)EK  (GabK )2  Cl(K)2  1, (2)
where F is a _-invariant product of finite groups. We are looking for a
Z2 -extension MK of K which becomes a D2-extension of Q, i.e. for an
epimorphism
.: IK K_  Z2 with .(a_)= &.(a). (3)
Since Z2 is torsion free, we can divide out F and the torsion of UK, 2 in (2)
and get an exact sequence
1  UK, 2+(K2)  H  Cl(K)2  1 (4)
with UK, 2 +(K2)&Z2 _Z2 and with a certain pro-2-factor group H of GK .
This group H is the Galois group of the composite of the Hilbert 2-class
field H2(K) of K with the maximal Z2-power extension K(2) of K.
Because of the inversion condition in (3), the homomorphism . also has
to vanish on the fix module of _ on UK, 2 +(K2), so we are left with an
exact sequence
1  U&  G  Cl(K)2  1, (5)
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where
U&=UK, 2 VK, 2 with VK, 2=[x # UK, 2 ; x_#x mod +(K2)]
is a torsion free module of the form U&=Z2 } u and _ operates on U& by
inversion as it does on Cl(K)2 . In 6.5 we will determine VK, 2 in all cases
which will give us the knowledge of
UK & kernel .=U K _U
=
K, 2_VK, 2 .
But this knowledge only determines the composite of the D2-extension MK
with the Hilbert 2-class field H2(K) of K. To determine MK resp. . exactly
we have to investigate the structure of the group extension (5) which is the
hardest part, since it involves global data of the number field namely the
class group. We will discuss this explicitly only in the case of a cyclic
2-class group, i.e. for imaginary quadratic number fields with at most two
ramified primes.
The structure theorem for finitely generated Z2 -modules says that the
group G in (5) is of the following type:
G=Go C with C/Cl(K)2 and Go=Z2 } b.
Here _ operates on C as inversion and we have b_=&b or b_=&b+co
with an involution co # C. In the second case the factor group G of GK will
not give a dihedral extension, i.e. although MK and the Hilbert 2-class field
of K are both dihedral over Q their composite is not. An important
invariant of the extension (5) is the index
[Cl(K)2 : C]=[G0 : U&]=2e. (6)
Here e is the exact number of unramified layers of MK . But the essential
thing for the determination of the homomorphism . and so of the
D2 -extension MK is the computation of the finite group CG in the kernel
of ..
6.5. Analysis of UK, 2 . To analyse the unit group UK, 2=>p | 2 Up of
K2=KQ Q2 we have to distinguish certain cases according to the
behaviour of the prime 2 in the extension K | Q.
Case 1. If 2=p1 p2 splits in K | Q, i.e. if &d#1 mod 8, then we have
K2=Q2 _Q2 and so
UK, 2=Z_2 _Z
_
2 with Z
_
2 =(&1)_(5) &Z2Z_Z2
and _ interchanges the two factors Z_2 of UK, 2 . So we have
VK, 2=(==(&1, 1), &=, (5, 5))
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TABLE I
- &1 - 2 - &2 - 3 - &3 - 6 - &6
2 + + + & & & &
&1 & + & & + & +
5 + & & + + & &
and U&=(u) with u=(5, 1). The group VK, 2 contains all elements which
become trivial in the ring class group of K with conductor 2. But the
occurrence of the element ==(&1, 1) in VK, 2 which is nontrivial in this
ring class group shows that the fixed field of G is in this case 1 of index 2
in the 2-part of the ring class field of K with conductor 2.
Case 2. The prime 2 does not split, i.e. K2 is one of the seven quadratic
extensions of Q2 . These are determined by quadratic characters
/2 : Q_2  [\1], which are the local norm residue symbols. They are given
by their values on the generators 2, &1 and 5 of Q_2 in Table I.
The structure of the unit group UK, 2 of K2 together with the operation
of _ on it and the kernel VK, 2 of the maximal factor group on which _
operates by inversion is given in Table II where the abbreviations i=- &1
and ‘=(&1+- &3)2 are used. In all cases we have U&=(u).
From Table II we see that in the case /2(5)=&1 the kernel VK, 2 is
exactly the kernel of the ring class group for the conductor 2, so the fixed
field of G, the composite of our D2-extension MK and the Hilbert 2-class
field H2(K), is exactly the 2-part of the ring class field of K with conductor
2. In the case /2(5)=1 the fixed field of G usually is of index 2 in this ring
class field.
In the case of an odd class number of K where we have G=U&, our
preceding discussion determines the D2-extension.
TABLE II
K2 UK, 2 Relations VK, 2
Q2(- &1) (i, 5, u=1+2i) u_=5u ( i, 5)
Q2(- 2) (&1, 5, u=1+- 2) u_=&u&1 (&1, 5)
Q2(- &2) (&1, 5, u=1+- &2) u_=3u (&1, 5)
Q2(- w3) (&1, v=- 3, u=2+- 3) v_=&v, u_=u&1 (&1, v)
Q2(- &3) (&‘, v=- &3, u=1&2‘) v_=&v, u_=7u (&‘, v)
Q2(- 6) (&1, 5, u=1+- 6) u_=&5u (&1, 5)
Q2(- &6) (&1, 5, u=1&6) u_=7u (&1, 5)
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6.6. D2 -extensions for fields with an odd class number. Let K be an
imaginary quadratic field with an odd class number. By the theory of
genera of Gauss (e.g. [Ha1]), either K=Q(- &1) or K=Q(- &2) or K
has the form K=Q(- &p) with a prime number p#&1 mod 4.
In these cases, the socle of MK was already determined by Proposition 2
in 6.3. We leave it to the reader, to deduce the result from the tables in 6.5.
Generation of the D2 -extensions by singular values of the j-function. For
d=1 resp. d=2 the field K=Q(- &d) has class number 1, and by
Table II and the fact that i is global unit in Q(- &1) we see that MK is
exactly the ring class group for the maximal order in K with conductor 2.
From standard results in complex multiplication it follows that the corre-
sponding extension can be described by the singular values of the modular
function j: Since 1, |=- &d is an integral base for K one has
M&d=Q _- &d, .t # N j(2
t|)& (d=1 or 2).
Example. If K=Q(- &1), then the first layers of
M&1=Q _- &1, .t # N j(2
t - &1)&
are
Q[- &1, - &2], Q[- &1, 4- 2], Q[- &1, 8- &2], Q[- &1, 8- 2 4- 1+- 2].
For the other seven imaginary quadratic fields K with class number one
the singular values of the modular function j generate the ring class field of
conductor 2, but this field is of index 2 larger than our D2-extension MK
as we discussed in 6.5: In the case K=Q(- &7) the prime 2 splits, so by
Case 1 in 6.5 there is an index 2 due to the element = in VK, 2 . In the other
cases the prime 2 remains inert. But then Table II shows that - &3 # VK, 2 ,
again a nontrivial element in the ring class group, which gives the index 2.
The same argument shows more generally that for all imaginary quad-
ratic fields K with odd class number the D2 -extension MK is contained of
index 2 in the ring class field with conductor 2exceptions are only the
two fields K=Q(- &d) with d=1, 2.
6.7. The fields with class number #2 mod 4. By the theory of genera,
we have K=Q(- &p) with p#5 mod 8 or K=Q(- &2p) with p#\3
mod 8 or K=Q(- &pq) with two odd primes p and q such that pq#&1
mod 4 and ( pq)=&1.
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These cases can be handled by the just developped method and one can
study the splitting resp. nonsplitting of the exact sequence (5). Since we
have handled these cases already in the Propositions 2, 2$ and 3 by the simpler
method of 6.3, we will not go into a second treatment.
6.8. The 2-class number of Q(- &p) with p a prime #1 mod 8. In
preparation for the following we briefly recall some well-known results
concerning the class number of an imaginary quadratic field K=Q(- &p)
with p a prime #1 mod 8. The 2-class group of K is cyclic of order at least
4, and we denote this order by h2(K).
For such primes we get from (2p)=1 and NQ(- 2) | Q(1+- 2)=&1 a
representation
&p=b2&2a2=N Q(- 2) | Q(b+a - 2) with a, b # N (7)
since Q(- 2) has class number 1. Moreover every prime p#1 mod 8 has
a representation
p=x2+16y2 (x, y # N).
Cohn and Hasse showed in [BC1] and [Ha2] the congruence relations
h2(K)
4
#
p&1
8
+y mod 2 and
h2(K)
4
#
a&1
2
mod 2.
Incidentally, the first congruence relates the class number of K to the
biquadratic residue character of 2, since by a classical result of Gauss y is
even exactly when 2 is a biquadratic residue modulo p.
6.9. The fields Q(- &p) with p#9 mod 16. Let us start with some
general remarks for the case p#1 mod 8. For such primes p we have the
equation (7) above which shows that every prime divisor of the (odd)
number a splits in K=Q(- &p).
Let (2)=p2 and put w=b+- &p. From NK | Q(w)=b2+p=2a2
follows
NK | Q(w } p&1)=(a2).
Since w is primitive, i.e. not divisible by any natural number n>1, and
since every prime divisor of a splits in K we see that
(w) } p&1=a2 and N(a)=a (8)
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for a certain ideal a in K. Taking squares gives
a4=(w22)=\b
2&p+2b - &p
2 +=(A) with A=a2&p+b - &p,
(9)
which shows by the way that h2(K)#0 mod 4.
For the further discussion of this computation we have to distinguish
cases. In this section we will show
Proposition 4*. Let p be a prime number with p#9 mod 16, let h be
the class number of the field K=Q(- &p). Then the socle of MK can be
determined as
Soc(M&p)={Q(- &p, - &2)Q(- &p, - &1)
if h#4 mod 8
if h#0 mod 8.
Proof in case h2(K)=4. By the congruence of Hasse in 6.8 we have
h2(K)=4  a#3 mod 4
and by multiplying b+a - 2 by a certain power of the unit 3+2 - 2 in
Z[- 2] we may even assume
a#7 mod 8.
Since p is not a principal ideal and h2(K)=4 we see from (8) that a
generates the 2-class group Cl(K)2 . Now p#9 mod 16 and a#7 mod 8
imply
a2&p#8 mod 16, (10)
which shows that A in (9) generates (U&)4 since
(U&)2n=( (1+2i)2n)=(x+2n+1yi)=(2n+1x+yi) (x#y#1 mod 2).
Because of a>0 we can find a representative : # IK for a with norm
NK | Q(:)=a. Then we have
:4=u4 in U& (11)
with some generator u # UK, 2(2) of U&. So we see that the exact sequence
(5) splits which gives MK=K(- 2) or MK=K(- &2), since K(- &1) is
the unramified quadratic extension of K. The kernel of . contains the
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element : } u&1, and one has NK | Q(:u)#3 mod 8 since a#7 mod 8 and
NK | Q(u)#5 mod 8. By looking at our Table I we see that the socle of
MK is
Soc MK=K(- &2).
Proof in case h2(K)#0 mod 8. Now we have a#1 mod 4 and may
even assume a#1 mod 8. As before we deduce the congruence (10) and get
equation (11). But in this case we have NK | Q(:u)#5 mod 8, and Table I
gives
Soc MK=K(- &1).
So especially the sequence (5) does not split in this case, the first layer of
the D2 -extension is unramified. K
In a similar way one gets for the socle of the corresponding fields
Q(- &2p) the
Proposition 4$. Let p be a prime number with p#9 mod 16, let h be
the class number of the field K=Q(- &2p). Then the socle of MK can be
determined as
Soc(M&2p)={Q(- &2p, - &1)Q(- &2p, - &2)
if h#4 mod 8
if h#0 mod 8.
6.10. The fields Q(- &p) with p#1 mod 16. In this case we only have
the following partial answer:
Proposition 5. Let p be a prime number with p#1 mod 16, let h be
the class number of the field K=Q(- &p). Then the socle of MK can be
determined as
Soc(M&p)={Q(- &p, - 2)Q(- &p, - \2)
if h#4 mod 8
if h#8 mod 16,
where in the second case both signs of 2 are possible.
Proof. We use the construction and the notations of 6.8 and 6.9,
especially we use the criterion of Cohn and Hasse again.
Case h2=4. We choose a # N with a#3 mod 8 satisfying (7), (8) and
(9). Again we have (10). This gives a splitting of the exact sequence (5) and
an equation (11), but now we have NK | Q(:u)#7 mod 8 and Table I gives
Soc MK=K(- 2).
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Case h#8 mod 16. We choose a # N with a#5 mod 8 satisfying (7),
(8) and (9). Then again (10) is satisfied. The generator b of the 2-class
group of K can be chosen prime to 2 and satisfies
b2=a } (#) or in idelic representatives ;2=: } #
with some # # K. This equation gives NK | Q(#)#5 mod 8. Therefore #
generates U& as well as u. From equation (11) we deduce
;8=:4#4=u4#4 in U&,
which gives ;8 # (U&)8. This shows that the exact sequence (5) splits in this
case such that only the two cases, stated in the proposition, remain. K
Remarks. 1. Both possibilities stated in Proposition 5 really occur.
For p=113 resp. p=337 we have h=8 in both cases and
Soc M&113=Q(- &113, - &2)
and
Soc M&337=Q(- &337, - 2).
2. If p#1 mod 16 and 16 | h all three possibilities for the socle can
occur.
3. For the fields Q(- &2p) one gets in the same manner that
Soc M&2p=Q(- &2p, - 2) if p#1 mod 16 and h#4 mod 8.
6.11. Application to an embedding problem.
Proposition 6. Let K=Q(- d) with d<0 be an imaginary quadratic
number field. The maximal Z2 -power-extension K (2) of K is Galois over Q.
Its Galois group G=Gal(K(2) | Q) is isomorphic to D2 _Z2 if - 2 
Soc(Md). Otherwise G is a pro-2-group with 2 generators.
Proof. We have Gal(K (2) | K)=Z2_Z2 by Corollary 4.3.c. From 3.3
we see that the structure of G is essentially determined by the operation of
the complex conjugation _ on the socle S of K(2) | K. If _ operates trivial
on Gal(S | K) then we have G=D2_Z2 , the field K(2) is the composite of
Md and the cyclotomic Z2 -extension Q(2). Since the socle of the last field
is generated by - 2, we see that this case is characterized by - 2  Md . If
_ operates nontrivial on Gal(S | K) then the socle Q(- d, - 2) of K (2) | Q
has only degree 4, so [G : G2]=4. K
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Corollary. Let p#1 mod 16 be a prime number such that - 2 # MK
with K=Q(- &p). Then L=K(- &1) is a quadratic extension of K which
can be embedded into a cyclic Z2nZ-extension of K for any n # N, but which
cannot be embedded into a Z2-extension of K.
Proof. Proposition 6 shows that - &1 is not in K(2), since it is not in
the socle of K(2) | Q, so K(- &1) | K cannot be embedded into a
Z2 -extension. On the other hand, L | K is unramified, so can locally be
embedded into a cyclic extension of any degree 2n. By [AT], Theorem 6 of
Chapter X, we get a global embedding, since the global obstruction
vanishes because the prime divisor of 2 splits in L | K. K
Remark. The simplest of all examples for this phenomenon is probably
the extension
Q(- &17, - &1) | Q(- &17).
In this case we have h=4, so
Soc M&17=Q(- &17, - 2).
Similar examples for 3-extensions can be found in [BP], p. 533. Another
series of examples with 2-extensions, given in [AFSS], p. 847, seems to be
not generally valid, due to a misinterpretation of the misprints in
Theorem X.6 in [AT].
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